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Abstract. The results of the study of the possibility to improve the process of mechanized hitching of machines 

and tools into the center zone of self-propelled chassis, using a folding frame and a front balancing swivel axle, 

are presented. Research and studies that had been carried out earlier in Ukraine and other countries did not allow 

to solve this problem by the simpler methods. The use of a front swivel axle makes it possible to solve the problem 

of an automated hitching of implements and tools in the center zone, improve maneuverability and simplify the 

steering drive of a self-propelled chassis. The scientific novelty of this research is a dynamic model of the vehicle 

turning in place around one of the rear wheels, when the front axle is turned at an angle close to 90 degrees. The 

use of a balanced front axle can significantly reduce the moment of resistance to turning. The latter phenomenon 

has not been studied in the known publications. The aim of the study is to increase the maneuverability of a 

universal-row-crop tractor self-propelled chassis, including the process of mechanized hitching of implements and 

tools in the center zone when using a folding technological frame. The use of a swivel front axle allows us to get 

an ideal turn with any changeable front wheel track that might be changed during the operation of the vehicle. The 

conditions that make it possible to turn the machine around one of the rear wheels are determined. 
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Introduction 

Universal row-crop tractor self-propelled chassis was created with the possibility of aggregation 

with a wide range of hinged and mounted machines and tools. However, the limitations of the design of 

the technological frame and aggregation deficiencies did not make it possible to take full advantage of 

self-propelled tractor chassis – its versatility. Despite the numerous technical proposals, this problem 

has not been resolved yet. 

Research on improving self-propelled chassis and its technology had been carried out in Ukraine, 

Latvia, Germany, Italy, USA and other countries. At some stage, this work stopped. It was connected 

with the difficulties to provide mechanized hitching of machines and tools in the center zone of the self-

propelled chassis. 

The proposals of the article authors are aimed at solving this problem. At the same time, an 

integrated approach is proposed that combines an increase in the performance of a self-propelled chassis 

with an improvement of its maneuverability. The suggested design of the technological frame with a 

swivel front axle provides a mechanized hitching of machines and tools in the center zone of a self-

propelled chassis. The use of a front swivel axle will also improve the maneuverability of the self-

propelled chassis with variable front wheel tracks during the vehicle operation and also eliminate its tie 

rods. The tie rods are usually extendable and can change their length depending on the front wheel 

tracks. 

Nowadays, modern publications do not fully cover the issues of turning wheeled vehicles by turning 

the front axle around its center. The rotation of a balanced suspended bridge around a central hinge 

simultaneously in two planes has not been considered in known studies, although interesting effects 

appear here. 

This scheme allows the machine to turn around any of the rear wheels, which facilitates the 

mechanized hitching in the center zone. The results of the presented research are interesting for 

specialists in the field of mechanization of agricultural production and farmers who operate universal 

row-crop tractor self-propelled chassis. 

Survey of the recent achievements and contributions 

The arrival of a universal row-crop tractor self-propelled chassis is a result of the technological 

development of processing agricultural crops. The use of a front technological frame enabled to install 

the machines and tools in the center zone, in view of the tractor driver, which in its turn made it possible 

to make the position of a tractor driver’s assistant redundant [1-5]. 
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However, the high labor intensity of mounting and dismounting hitched tools and machines, 

especially in the field conditions, led to the fact that the self-propelled chassis began to be used mainly 

for transport operations with a cargo platform mounted on a technological frame [1]. 

The desire to increase the versatility of the self-propelled tractor chassis and to ensure the 

attachment of tools and machines in the center zone led to a number of patent proposals. 

Fig. 1 shows a self-propelled chassis with an upper (in relation to the mounted tools) frame [6]. 

When hitching tools, the frame rotates in a longitudinal-vertical plane, leaning on the outrigger. 

However, this technical solution complicates the design of the machine and increases its weight. 

     
 

Fig. 1. Self-propelled chassis with an upper (in relation to the mounted tools) frame [6] 

Fig. 2 shows a diagram of a self-propelled chassis with a hinged system on the front swivel axle [1; 

2; 7; 8]. The front technological frame is made inclined like a “backbone” structure. The front swivel 

axel ensures hitching by turning it 180º. The disadvantage of this technical solution is that the front axle 

must have a switching mechanism to provide a transition from the front guide wheels turn to the 180º 

turn of the axle. 

 

Fig. 2. Diagram of a self-propelled chassis with a hinged system on the front swivel  

axle [1; 2, 7; 8] 

In works [1-2], a variant of a folding technological frame is introduced, which allows the conversion 

from a two-tiered frame with spaced longitudinal spars to a two-tiered frame with contiguous spars. 

The analysis of well- known design solutions urged the authors to develop a construction [9] of the 

front technological frame of a universal tractor self-propelled chassis with a front balancer axle 

swiveling by 180º and folding longitudinal spars. 

The construction of the “folding” frame allows to freely place the tools in the center zone when the 

front swing axle with the tool is rotated 180º. In this case, there is no need to rotate the self-propelled 

chassis by the front guide wheels, you can use the rotation of the front axle as it is enough space under 

the front beam of the frame. 
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Dynamic and mathematical models of turning a wheeled vehicle when turning the front axle are 

considered in publications [10; 12]. However, these models were later used to build more complex 

steering vehicles with swivel guide wheels. 

Analysis and classification of possible ways of turning wheeled vehicles are presented in the study 

[11]. However, in [10; 12], as in other well-known studies, the dynamics of a wheeled vehicle, when 

turning the front axle suspended by a balancer, is not addressed. We examined this issue in [13]. These 

issues were not also considered in the works of foreign authors [14-16]. 

The two degrees of freedom of the front axle in the horizontal and vertical planes allow obtaining 

an interesting positive effect. It happens due to the reduction of the moment of resistance to turning, 

which is proportional to the difference in forces to the rolling resistance on the wheels of the left and 

right sides of the front axle [13]. This improves not only the controllability of the self-propelled chassis 

but also facilitates the implementation of mechanized hitching of implements and tools in the center 

zone. 

Targets and objectives of the research 

The aim of the study is to increase the maneuverability of the universal-cultivated tractor self-

propelled chassis, including the process of mechanized hitching to the center zone, when using a folding 

technological frame. 

To achieve this goal, it is necessary to solve the following tasks: 

• to evaluate the influence of the front wheel track width on the self-propelled chassis 

maneuverability with the considered turning method; 

• to determine the conditions for the possibility of turning the self-propelled chassis around one 

of the rear wheels (with a minimum radius) when hitching implements and tools in the center 

zone. 

Presentation of the main material 

Fig. 3 shows a diagram of the suggested self-propelled chassis with a hinged system on the front 

swivel axle and a folding frame [9]. 

 

Fig. 3. Self-propelled chassis with a hinged system on the front swivel axle and a folding frame 

[9]: a – top view; b – view along arrow A; 1 – power unit; 2 – frame; 3.4 – left and right longitudinal 

C-shaped (swivel) bars; 5, 6 – front and rear bars of the frame; 7 – swivel front axle; 8 – vertical drive 

shaft of the front axle turning mechanism 7; 9 – double-armed lever;  

10, 11, 12 – control hydraulic cylinders 
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The device works as follows: when the fluid pressure is supplied to the hydraulic cylinder 12, two 

C-shaped beams 3 and 4 rotate upwards relative to the front 5 and rear 6 bar of the frame, forming a 

space under the frame 2 for installing mounted implements and tools. 

At the same time, pressure is supplied to the hydraulic cylinder 10, which transfers the double-

armed lever 9 from one dead center to another, turning the bridge by 180 degrees. The tools are hung 

on the rear side of the swing bridge 7. After that, pressure is applied to the opposite cavity pocket of the 

hydraulic cylinders 12 and 10 and the system returns to its original position. 

This construction not only facilitates the process of hitching tools to the center zone, but also 

increases maneuverability of the self-propelled chassis at any track, since the perpendiculars to the 

planes of rotation of the front and rear wheels always intersect at the same point O, which is the center 

of rotation (Fig. 4a).  

 

Fig. 4. Schemes of turning a self-propelled chassis with a swivel axle:  

a – with a variable track, b – around one of the rear wheels 

a) 

b) 
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In addition, the front swivel axle allows turning within the smallest radius. 

 
2

min

B
R = , (1) 

where B – track width of the rear wheels. 

To make a turn with R = Rmin, the front axle of the self-propelled chassis must be turned at the angle: 

  −= 90 , (2) 

where β – design angle (Fig. 6, b), 
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where L – longitudinal wheelbase. 

To increase the turning moment (Fig. 4b), it is necessary to brake the inner wheel (it is even 

desirable to disconnect it from the engine). In this case, the value of the turning moment will be equal 

to 
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To reach the maximum turning moment (Mpov) max on the rear wheels, it is necessary that the 

braking force on the inner wheel and the tangential reaction on the outer wheel equal to the limiting 

adhesion forces of these wheels, i.e 
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where φ – coefficient of wheel adhesion to the road; 

 22 ,
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RR   – normal reaction of road on the inner and outer wheels, respectively; 
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R  – total lateral reaction of road on the rear wheels; 

 K – proportion of the total lateral road reaction to the inner wheel, (7): 
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Normal reactions on the rear wheels 
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The total lateral force acting on the rear axle 
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where g – acceleration of gravity, g = 9,81 m·s-2; 

 ωz – angular rate of rotation. 

The total lateral force acting on the rear axle. 

We calculate the maximum turning moment taking into account (4)-(10) 
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Resistance to turning 
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where f – coefficient of rolling resistance of the front wheels; 

 
1z

R  – total normal reaction of road on the front wheels. 

Condition for the possibility of turning the self-propelled chassis with a minimum radius Rmin 

 
soprpov MM max)( . (13) 

Results and discussion 

Thus, in contrast to the previously known technical results, a method of automated attachment of 

the implements and tools to the center zone of a self-propelled chassis is proposed. The use of a swivel 

bridge makes it possible to solve both the problem of automated attachment of implements and the 

problem of ensuring the swing of the bridge. 

At the same time, the controllability of the machine is improved regardless of the wheel track. In 

this case, there is no need for transverse steering rods, which need lengthening or shortening for different 

tracks. When turning the self-propelled chassis in place (around one of the rear wheels), a dynamic 

model of rear wheel control is considered. In this situation one wheel is braked, and a traction moment 

is applied to the second wheel. The conditions for the possibility of an in-place turn have been 

determined. 

Conclusions 

1. The proposed method of aggregating a self-propelled tractor chassis with a swivel axle and a folding 

frame allows not only to reduce the labor intensity during the process of hitching tools in the center 

zone, but also to increase the maneuverability of these machines. 

2. The research determined that when the front axle is swiveling, the track width does not affect the 

maneuverability of the self-propelled chassis. 

3. The inequality (13) enables us to estimate the possibility of turning the vehicle with a minimum 

radius relative to one of the rear wheels, which makes it possible to mount the implements and tools 

into the center zone, when the frame is folding. 
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